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The way you smell can leave a lasting impression on a man. You
want to make sure that your scent is attractive and can turn
on a man the minute you get close to him. After all, you want
to be the girl that he’s remembering for the rest of the
night. Lucky for you, we’ve taken the guesswork out of finding
a new fragrance: Justin Bieber’s Someday perfume is exactly
what you need to leave an imprint on that special guy.

Someday‘s aroma is fruity and light yet smooth and enticing,
which makes it perfect for both day and night. The notes of
juicy pear and wild berries mix alongside the creamy florals
and vanilla to create a sweet but deliciously velvet scent.
The  mandarin,  jasmine  and  soft  musks  set  a  tone  of
flirtatiousness that will keep this fragrance anchored for
hours to come. The pop star stated that Someday “explains a
dream” and that it’s all about what the woman wants. If you
want to live your fantasy, Someday is perfect for you.

This fragrance is kept in an extraordinary lavender glass
bottle that will immediately catch your eye. The head of the
bottle holds a playful flow of a red and pink blossoming rose
in the shape of a heart. There’s even a detachable lock-and-
key in the form of a silver crystalized heart, which can be
used as a keychain if so desired.

CupidsPulse.com is giving away a bottle of Someday to one
reader. Grab this opportunity to show your crush just how
playful you can be!
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GIVEAWAY  ALERT:  To  enter  for  a  chance  to  win  Justin
Bieber’s Someday fragrance, go to our Facebook page and click
“like.” Leave a comment under our giveaway post letting us
know you want to enter the contest. We will contact the winner
via Facebook when the contest is over, and they will have
three days to respond back with their contact information. The
deadline to enter is 5 pm EST on Monday, July 22nd. Good luck!

UPDATE: We’ve extended this giveaway until Monday, July 29th
at 5 pm EST! Head over to our Facebook page and enter now!

Congratulations to Amy Heffernan and Melissa Green Hartley!
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